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offshore pipeline market

An offshore pipeline system is basically a

pipe which is laid underground or under

it within a trench.

SEATTLE, WA, UNITED STATES , January

10, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Overview

An offshore pipeline system is basically

a pipe which is laid underground or

under it within a trench. In several

cases, the pipeline may also be

partially on-site, but in other cases it

travels over water bodies, including

large rivers, small oceans, and even tight seas. In all of these cases, an offshore pipeline market

has its own set of challenges which need to be taken into consideration prior to installation. This

involves an evaluation of the feasibility of the application, its location, the equipment required,

and the expected operating procedures. Pressure levels will also be influenced by the rate of gas

diffusion, which refers to the rate at which gas molecules move through a non-permeable

material.
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sample/3002

Competitive Landscape

Major companies contributing to the global offshore pipeline market include Technip UK, Subsea

7, Sapura Malaysia, Petrofac, McDermott, Penspen, Saipem, Senaat, Fugro, Atteris, and Wood

Group.

Drivers

Extending offshore network of pipelines for efficient and safe transportation of hydrocarbons
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amidst growing demand for natural gas and crude oil is expected to augment growth of the

offshore pipeline market throughout the forecast period.

In addition to this, growing number of oil rigs at remote and untapped locations, in parallel to

the growing demand from the industrial sector, is expected to boost growth of the offshore

pipeline market during the forecast period.
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Summary of the COVID-19 Debacle

The outbreak of the COVID-19 virus has created a serious dent in the progress of the global

offshore pipeline market. The crisis-fueled disruptions in the supply chain combined with the

delay/cancellation of new maritime projects have widened the gap between the vendors and

buyers. On the plus side, this gap is expected to be bridged with new safety norms imposed on

offshore oilfields, thus, reviving the business prospects of the market.

Key Takeaways

The offshore pipeline market is anticipated to grow at a CAGR of 6% during the forecast period

owing to the flourishing oil & natural gas industry coupled with the rising investments in offshore

projects. For instance, in July 2021, the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade

(DPIIT) reported that the Indian oil & natural gas industry is projected to witness an influx of

around US$ 206 billion funds by 2029.

Considering the territorial landscape, the European region is a big destination for the global

offshore pipeline market in the view of higher import activities to cater to the local energy

demands.

In the runner-up spot, the Asia Pacific region is another profit hub for the global offshore

pipeline market on the heels of rising investments in the energy sector combined with the vast

unexplored offshore oil reserves.
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Important Features that are under Offering and Key Highlights of the Reports:

– Potential and niche segments/regions exhibiting promising growth.

– Detailed overview of Market

– Changing market dynamics of the industry

– In-depth market segmentation by Type, Application, etc.
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– Historical, current, and projected market size in terms of volume and value

– Recent industry trends and developments

– Competitive landscape of Market

– Strategies of key players and product offerings

ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ� ᵂ�ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�'ᵂ� ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵁ�ᵃ� ᵂ�ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵁ�ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵁ�ᵂ� ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵁ� ᵁ�ᵂ� ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵃ�ᵂ�:

✤ SWOT Analysis is used to define, assess, and analyse market competition by focusing on the

world's major manufacturers. The market is defined, described, and forecasted by type,

application, and region.

✤ Examine the potential and advantages of the global and major regional markets, as well as the

opportunities and challenges, as well as the constraints and risks.

✤ Determine whether market growth is being driven or hampered by trends and factors.

✤ Stakeholders will be able to assess market potential by identifying high-growth categories.

✤ Conduct a strategic analysis of each submarket's growth trends and contribution to the

market.

✤ Competitive developments in the market include expansions, agreements, new product

launches, and acquisitions.

✤ To develop a strategic profile of the major players and conduct a thorough analysis of their

growth strategies.

ᵀ�ᵁ�ᵃ� ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵂ� ᵀ�ᵁ�ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵁ�ᵂ�ᵂ�ᵁ�ᵁ�:

✔ In the next seven years, what innovative technology trends should we expect?

✔ Which sub-segment do you believe will grow the fastest over the next few years?

✔ By 2028, which region is predicted to have the largest market share?

✔ What organic and inorganic strategies are businesses employing to gain market share?

About Coherent Market Insights:

Coherent Market Insights is a global market intelligence and consulting organization that

provides syndicated research reports, customized research reports, and consulting services. We

are known for our actionable insights and authentic reports in various domains including

aerospace and defense, agriculture, food and beverages, automotive, chemicals and materials,

and virtually all domains and an exhaustive list of sub-domains under the sun. We create value

for clients through our highly reliable and accurate reports. We are also committed in playing a

leading role in offering insights in various sectors post-COVID-19 and continue to deliver



measurable, sustainable results for our clients.
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